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Greater Sydney Commission 

Submission to Exhibited: draft Greater Sydney Region Plan (Districts Plans 2036 
Amendment) 

I commend the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC) for the details contained in the draft 
Greater Sydney Region Plan and five District Plans. Time restricts me from making a much 
fuller submission, given the importance of the GSC plans released to date for public comment. 
I make several points: 

1. More rationale within the Plan is needed on why Greater Sydney (GS) would necessarily 
need to grow by 1.7m to 2036 and an additional 2m by 2056. Opportunities for a smaller 
population increase (tied to Federal Government immigration policies review) and a more even 
spread of the expected population increases is needed to give options to a future sustainable 
population for GS. 

2. I would like to have seen planning references and ties to the two other major regional urban 
areas – a. Hunter and Central Coast; and, b. Wollongong and the Illawarra. The Greater 
Sydney Region and these two regions within a single planning approach would enable a plan 
to be created for a ‘Greater Sydney Metropolitan Region’ (as in New York Greater Metropolitan 
Region and other cities that have planned in this manner worldwide). This approach would 
embrace the reality of economic, infrastructure and housing options that currently drive this 
common region, Sydney, Newcastle to Wollongong. Current GSC and State planning are often 
not embracing appropriate planning that ties these two other regions (as noted above) to 
Sydney. 

In addition, I believe developing the Greater Sydney Region Plan (2056) on only five Districts 
and ‘three cities’ within GS is confusing. The districts are generally too large, and lose local 
community definition. Planning for ‘three cities’ distracts from Sydney as a common city (with 
common community and political focus). One Greater Sydney Metropolitan Region (as above) 
would be a sound approach to planning a Greater Sydney Region and planning adjacent 
regions. Finally, this approach would include identifying more and smaller districts for planning 
and likely would lead to greater community and political engagement within those districts. 

3. The dramatic increase in population and related buildings in designated renewal areas also 
needs more GSC and State rationale. These include, in particular: the Central to Eveleigh 
Renewal Area; and, Sydenham to Bankstown Renewal Corridor. In general the proposed 
rezonings within these renewal areas extend too far into settled residential areas. The GSC 
and State suggested rezonings also are likely to fuel increased real estate speculative 
investments. 

4. A more rigorous adoption of ecological sustainable development (ESD) and sustainable 
urban planning (SUP) would provide a sounder approach to GS planning (and subsequent 
analysis and recommendations in the Plans).  

5. The citizen engagement process should allow more options in determining final plans for 
the districts and GS overall (with applications of ESD and SUP applications by the GSC as 
noted above).  

6. A greater application of Land Value Capture (LVC) to development in GS should be 
considered.  I note the GSC has adopted an affordable housing levy where 5% of residential 
development in designated areas would be applied to affordable housing. Can the GSC 
consider expanding this current 5% (to at least 20%) and have it apply across Greater 
Sydney?   
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A broader and more in depth approach to LVC by the State (and GSC) should be based on 
the increase in property values triggered by rezoning in development areas. In addition, the 
use of LVC should be investigated for financing all public infrastructure provisions within 
development areas. Finally, the program of expenditure for LVC (or the better understood term 
‘land value sharing’) levies should be included within the development precincts. The three 
main LVC program provisions should be: 1. sustainable and affordable housing (noted above); 
2. open space provisions; and, 3. active transport (i.e. walking paths and cycle ways).  

This LVC program is in addition to the current Section 94 contributions, given these 
contributions are insufficient to meet the above needs. Current contributions are also not 
related to the windfall increased property gains that owners and developers receive when 
State rezonings result in land value increases. Finally, the State (thus the public) should be 
gaining a percentage (between 10-30% of increased land values, varying with rezoned 
precincts) triggered as a levy at the development application stage.  

7. Measures to prevent the decline of neighbourhoods along busy arterial roads (such as has 
happened along Canterbury Rd and Parramatta Rd) should be addressed. A greater emphasis 
on public transport (and sustainable transport overall) would further relieve the dependence 
on the automobile. The WestConnex project, for example, is the wrong approach to achieving 
a sustainable transport result for Greater Sydney. 

8. Finally, the GSC may be interested (for future planning tools) in my book released this year 
(Cities in Global Transition - Creating Sustainable Communities in Australia) (Springer 
Publishing 2017) (available via google search ‘ray rauscher books’). Alternatively, my urban 
planning books (four in addition to the Cities in Global Transition) (2013 – 2016 releases) may 
also be of interest and can be accessed (as with the google search above) at  

 

Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission. 

 
Dr Ray Rauscher 
Conjoint Lecturer 
Univ. of Newcastle 
Ourimbah Campus 
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